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a few extra modes have been added to this fighting game and some of them are particularly
interesting. when you put in a gba cartridge, you are presented with the game boy advance game

menu where you can change modes, modes can also be played individually, one at a time which was
the best for me. as you can see from the screenshots, most of the modes in mugen hero are fairly
generic and the names tend to be a little confusing. some of the more interesting modes include
fighter, where you can choose to fight a rival character and battle tank, which is where you battle

two other characters at once. overall, mugen hero has a few flaws but it does have some good
elements as well. for instance, one of my favorite modes is fighter, which you may recognize as a
mode in other dragon ball games as well. its really just a kind of warm-up mode where you can go
through a set of boss fights with someone else. if you have a game boy color, then mugen hero is

probably a must-buy for you. it runs just as well on a handheld as it does on the game boy advance
and for this reason alone it belongs on your collection. mugen hero, to me, feels like a mini-version
of soulcalibur which was a pretty impressive fighting game. it could be argued that dragon ball z
heroes is the spiritual successor to dragon ball z trading card games like darkking and shadow

dragon. however, dragon ball z heroes definitely feels more like an arcade game that happens to
feature dragon ball characters. this makes this game one of the best fighting games you can get for
the gba. dragon ball heroes: power dash features over 12,000 cards, 100 tutorials, and new levels
featuring more than 75 characters, including the major and minor dragon ball characters. use your

intuitive action cards to move and attack! you can also look for ‘powerful’ cards that give you special
abilities. the game comes with a pretty user-friendly and easy to use interface so you can choose

your preferred character (among the major and minor characters), input your fighting strengths and
blast your way to victory in only a few moves! when the battle begins, you must switch your units to
attack your opponent’s/your opponent’s units to get them out of the way. the more units out of the

way at a time the faster you can move.
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dragon ball z heroes is an action game that is similar to the series “ninja gaiden”. what makes this
game different from ninja gaiden is that “dragon ball z heroes” is not based on japan. in this game

you can play as all kinds of characters from the anime dragon ball z. the battle system is pretty
much simple and the game doesn't offer any strategy. some of the characters are more than others.
oh yeah, while its still awesome, you know, for dragon ball fans who still like to play that thing called
an arcade game, you are getting the double dragon game. this is a game that continues the unique

sense of combat system and art design of the first double dragon. the only difference this time
around is that you are playing as three characters. instead of taking out a ninja as in the original
game, you are going to be fighting against invaders. prepare to shred some of the most exciting

enemies in the game. use some of your favorite characters. and, hey, why not include chibi roshi?
this is a freeware combat game whose main attraction is that you can play as the characters from
the animation dragon ball. apart from that, it is a very complete arcade fighter, with four modes of
play; arcade, versus, team battles and training. an enjoyable freeware title, especially if you are a

fan of dragon ball. dragon ball z itself works on the basis of battle points - the more you beat-up, the
more you win. points give you access to a skill tree which enables you to pimp-up your character and

give him/her some new moves. along the way, you also collect dragon balls and once you have
collected 7, you can call forth the dragon of shenron which grants you a wish. according to the

developers, this can range from adding a new move to your character to creating an entirely new
one. the gameplay is just like a classic arcade game thanks to the ever-popular mugen graphics
engine. dragon ball z's sound is also excellent with some classic satisfying retro kicks and punch

effects. 5ec8ef588b
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